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I am pleased to welcome to the 4th Open Government Partnership Global 

Summit representatives of the 70 member countries, of the countries 

wishing to join the partnership, civil society organizations and citizens.

This Open Government Partnership is an unprecedented initiative: created 

five years ago by eight countries, it now includes 70, and new members are 

preparing to join. It supports an essential mission: building democracy in 

the 21st century, which is open, participatory and transparent.

There is urgency. Democracy is a common good; precious and fragile. It 

is threatened by terrorism, by abstention, by disputes of all kinds and by 

the rise of populism. It is also threatened with indifference, by citizens who 

sometimes feel that nothing changes, and that they can do nothing to make 

a difference.

All over, citizens are demonstrating their desire to engage, to be listened 

to, to participate in public life and to help build their society. Everywhere, 

civil society demands more transparency, more consultation by rejecting 

corruption and fraud, and the indifference and resistance of government. 

We therefore have to make a considerable effort together to renew our 

democracy. In order to become more open, participatory and impactful. So 

it can become again a symbol of hope for people. 

In 2014, I wanted France to join the Open Government Partnership.  This accession was 

a sign of our commitment to greater transparency of government. It was also a sign of our 

desire to increase citizen involvement in the decision-making process.

This commitment has been translated into a number of bills and reforms since 2012. We 

have created a new institution, the High Authority on Transparency in Public Life, which 

is responsible for monitoring asset declarations and interests of high ranking public 

officials.  Concurrent elected positions have been limited. We launched extensive public 

consultations, notably on the bill for a ‘Digital Republic’, which collected proposals and 

votes from more than 20,000 internet users and for the bill on equality and citizenship. 

Furthermore, the Minister of Economy and Finance, Michel Sapin, initiated the law for 

transparency, the fight against corruption and the modernization of economic life, which 

will bring new democratic advances. This bill will make it possible for France to meet 

international standards in the field of transparency and the fight against corruption.

This international summit will be an opportunity for France to engage its major international 

partners and push the boundaries for transparency and citizen participation. But it must 

also be an opportunity for our country to make new commitments, learning from others and 

civil society experience. Much remains to be done to make government more transparent 

and closer to citizens.

I hope that, from this Summit, France and its partners will be able to announce concrete 

commitments that will lead to greater transparency, more participation and a renewal of 

public life.

I also hope that OGP, which now comprises 70 countries, will continue to welcome new 

members.

It was in Paris that the Declaration of Human Rights was published. Today we can present 

to the world a new declaration for the rights of citizens for open government and more 

participatory democracies.

François hollande
President of the French republic
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  oGP civil Society morninG

From 8.00am to 1.00pm - Hôtel du Collectionneur, 51-57 Rue de Courcelles (Paris)

The Civil Society Morning is a gathering of the global civil society community working on 
issues of open governance with the aim to connect, share, create and strategize.

Civil Society Morning will not have predetermined themes, but rather serves to reflect and 
collect the broad topics of the Summit by allowing for a free, informal and unrestricted ex-
change among participants in a variety of formats, described below.

Programme

Doors open at 8.00am

1. croissant talks (8.15 - 9.00am) 

2. Plenary (9.00 - 10.30am): Welcome, Keynote and Fireside Chat

3. Parallel breakout sessions (11.00 - 12.30am): consecutive slots of 45 minutes to allow 
participants to Connect, Share, Create and Strategize in smaller groups:

● “OGP Academy” track 

● “Challenge Clinics” track

● Rapid Rendez-vous: OGP “speed-dating”: open lounge for connecting and meeting 
new people, side meetings and face-to-face time

4. arc des triomphes (throughout the morning) - An interactive exhibition of open govern-
ment impact stories, held in the foyer outside the main conference hall.

A detailed program has been shared online and is available in print at the Civil Society 
Morning venue for Civil Society Morning participants. 

Languages:

WedneSday   7   WedneSday   7   

oPeninG Plenary

From 3.00pm to 7.00pm - Salle Pleyel, 252 rue du Foubourg 
Saint Honoré (Paris)

Chaired by the President of the French Republic, Mr. François 
Hollande, the opening plenary will feature members from across 
the open government community. Keynote speakers, researchers, 
activists, civil society representatives, Open Government Award 
Winners and Heads of State and Government will discuss key 
principles of open government and present their visions for the 
future of OGP.

Languages:

A detailed program is available online. Due to security measures, 
access to this session will be limited. Please refer to the logistics and 
accreditation information emailed for details. 
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7  oGP PointS oF contact and oecd
  oPen Government leaderS meetinG

From 8.00am to 12.00pm - OECD Headquarters, 2, rue André Pascal (Paris)

OGP Government Points of Contact (POC), and OECD Open Government Leaders will 
meet to exchange experiences and learn from each other on how to develop and implement 
ambitious open government reforms. This meeting is open to invited participants only.

Languages:

https://en.ogpsummit.org/civil-society-morning/
https://en.ogpsummit.org/opening-plenary/


amphitheater

09:00 - 09:50

5 lessons learned from the 
oGP Subnational Pilot

Sabine Romero

10:00 - 10:50

academic days on open Go-
vernment issues - restitution 
workshop

William GILLES - IMODEV

11:00 - 11:50

extractives data: how the 
world has changed, and what 
lies ahead

James Royston

12:00 - 12:50

oGd updates from around 
the world

Daniel Dietrich

    

13:00 - 13:50

open data charter: empowe-
ring people to open govern-
ments

Open Data Charter

hemicycle (Fr, en, SP)

09:15 - 10:05

accelerating climate action 
through open government

Mark Robinson

10:15 - 11:05

France’s legislative achieve-
ments in open Government 
in light of international 
experiences 

 Axelle Lemaire

11:15 - 12:05

research and open Gov

12:15 - 13:05

open Government 
Partnership: an agenda for 
the eu

France Stratégie

13:15 - 14:05

new evidence on the impact 
of open Government reforms

OGP Support Unit

tac

09:30 - 10:50

Publish your First dataset!
 OpenDataSoft

11:00 - 12:20

introduction to the basics and 
the best practices of oGP

OGP Support Unit

12:30 - 13:50

datactivism
Simon Chignard

09:00

09:15

09:30

09:45

10:00

10:15

10:30

10:45

11:00

11:15

11:30

11:45

12:00

12:15

12:30

12:45

13:00

13:15

13:30

13:45

ventejol (Fr, en, SP)

09:00 - 09:50

From open Government to 
open State

OECD Open Government

10:00 - 10:50

ministerial roundtable - 
leveraging oGP to enact 
meaningful reform

OGP Support Unit

11:00 - 11:50

ministerial roundtable - 
building trust in Government

OGP Support Unit

12:00 - 12:50

leading and learning together 
on open contracting

Romain Tales

13:00 - 13:50

the future of open govern-
ment

UK Government  
(Cabinet Office)

eiffel (Fr, en, SP)

09:15 - 10:05

open Government in 
challenging contexts

OGP Support Unit

10:15 - 11:05

open Government cham-
pions in the Pursuance of the 
2030 agenda for Sustainable 
development

Agung Hikmat

11:15 - 12:05

co-creating laws: an 
immense challenge for all?

Thibaut Dernoncourt

12:15 - 13:05

making Public Services 
responsive and accountable 
to citizens

Tim Hughes

13:15 - 14:05
leveraging the citizen open 
mapping movement

Power

09:45 - 10:35

Public Participation in Fiscal 
Policy

Tania Sanchez 

10:45 - 11:35

oGP as a key platform to 
support the SdGs: shared 
experiences in developing 
action plans

Santiago Garcia

12:45 - 13:35

open data: regional diffe-
rences and challenges

 Carlos Iglesias

Palais d’iéna Palais de tokyo

thurSday   8   morninG PANELS
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https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/579
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/579
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/91
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/91
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/91
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/477
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/477
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/477
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/522
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/522
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/572
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/572
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/572
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/468
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/468
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/330
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/330
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/330
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/330
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/705
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/554
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/554
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/554
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/712
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/712
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/371
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/715
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/715
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/29
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/189
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/189
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/711
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/711
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/711
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/710
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/710
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/13
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/13
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/528
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/528
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/714
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/714
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/493
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/493
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/493
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/493
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/125
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/125
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/395
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/395
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/395
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/555
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/555
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/262
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/262
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/149
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/149
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/149
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/149
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/488
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/488


09:00

09:15

09:30

09:45

10:00

10:15

10:30

10:45

11:00

11:15

11:30

11:45

12:00

12:15

12:30

12:45

13:00

13:15

13:30

13:45

room 1

09:45 - 11:05

achieving more together: Practical 
approaches to meaningful Public 
engagement in access to informa-
tion

Melanie Ann Pustay

11:15 - 12:35

how can we improve respect for 
civic space in oGP countries?

 CIVICUS, the global 
 civil society alliance 

12:45 - 14:05

civic tech for learning
 Léa DOUHARD

room 2

09:15 - 10:35

learning to open Government
 Michael Moses

11:00 - 11:15
oGP the next generation       Tamara

11:15 - 11:30
Generation oGP            Sarah Labelle

11:30 - 11:45
the future of education will be open

Sophie Touzé  

12:15 - 13:35

the impact of satellite imagery on 
open government

 Dan Hammer

room 4

09:00 - 10:20

Free/open-source contribution 
policy template to foster states’ 
collaboration

Laurent Joubert

10:30 - 11:50

how to open software code source 
Emmanuel Raviart

12:15 | the White house and the 
People’s code                           Alvand Salehi

12:30 | algorithmic transparency   
                                 Guillaume Thibault

12:45 | the can opener: releasing
administrative documents Michel Blancard

13:15 - 14:35
What co creation and collaborations 
looks like in different countries

Open Government Coordination  
of Argentina

room 3

09:30 - 10:50

open Gov in europe: implementa-
tion in eu & non-eu members

 Veronica Cretu 

12:30 - 13:50

Sauti za Wananchi (citizen’s voices) 
- Africa’s first mobile phone panel 
survey

 Aidan

room 5

09:45 - 11:05

turning Promises into action: how 
can oGP take forward anti-corrup-
tion commitments?

11:15 - 12:35

my best Fail with oGov / opendata

 Andres Snitcofsky 

12:45 - 14:05

making open Governance real for 
the next Generation

Blair Glencorse

Palais d’iéna

WorkSHoPSthurSday   8   morninG 
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https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/551
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/551
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/551
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/551
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/459
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/459
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/261
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/157
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/66
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/405
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/564
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/417
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/417
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/74
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/74
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/74
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/635
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/531
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/531
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/18
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/284
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/266
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/266
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/422
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/422
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/56
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/56
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/56
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/566
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/566
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/566
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/718
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/79
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/79


hemicycle (Fr, en, SP)

14:15 - 15:05

For open and inclusive edu-
cation: digital opportunities 
and development challenges

15:15 - 16:05

#PanamaPapers: the work 
behind the biggest leak on 
offshore secrecy

 Mago Torres

16:15 - 17:05

Jeudigital international «civic 
tech»

 Axelle Lemaire

17:15 - 18:05

launch of the oGP toolbox 
hackathon

18:15 - 19:05

open Gov awards and early 
results of oGP reforms

OGP Support Unit

eiffel (Fr, en, SP)

14:15 - 15:05

Financing for coordination 
and implementation of oGP at 
national level

 Mukelani Dimba

15:15 - 16:05

beyond the buzzwords
Michael Jarvis

16:15 - 17:05

multistakeholder Forum 
Workshop: Fostering a 
Partnership to advance 
Participation, innovation and 
accountability in oGP

OGP Support Unit

17:15 - 18:05

uk-French data taskforce: 
how governments can work 
together to unlock the poten-
tial of the data sector

 The Open Data Institute

18:15 - 19:05

Press Freedom for open 
Government

 Dr. Courtney Radsch

14:00

14:15

14:30

14:45

15:00

15:15

15:30

15:45

16:00

16:15

16:30

16:45

17:00

17:15

17:30

17:45

18:00

18:15

18:30

18:45

19:00

19:15

19:30

ventejol (Fr, en, SP)

14:00 - 14:50

act together

15:00 - 15:50

Public Service and ethics

16:00 - 16:50

innovations in open budget 
Practices in Francophone 
countries

 Vivek Ramkumar

17:00 - 17:50

oPal Project: the use of pri-
vate data for development

 Victor Raynaud

18:00 - 18:50

youth and Social movements 
in oGP

 Pablo Collada

19:00 - 19:50

court for the future 
generations: is the 
algorithm democratic ?

Usbek & Rica

amphitheater

14:00 - 14:50

civil society mobilization in 
oGP: opportunities and challen-
ges (Part 2/2: Plenary Session)

 République citoyenne

15:00 - 15:50

high tech, low tech – or no 
tech? making the oGP work 
for everyone (en)

 Making All Voices Count

16:00 - 16:50

access to Justice in the 
americas: making Progress 
together

Maha Jaweid

17:00 - 17:50

using open data about deve-
lopment to track the financing 
and implementation of SdGs

 Elise Dufief

18:00 - 18:50

“Fork & merge” –  
collaboration in civic tech

Chia-liang Kao

19:00 - 19:50

how public action gets digital
Matti Schneider

Palais d’iéna

tac

14:00 - 15:20

What kind of exercise of 
power to implement in an 
open government 

 Cécile Calé

15:30 - 16:50

how can an open Govern-
ment agenda heal divided 
societies?

Ruchir Shah

17:00 - 18:20
maPstore, la démarche de 
conception et d’amélioration 
des services publics 

Power

13:45 - 14:35

open research and citizen 
Science

Thomas Landrain

14:45 - 15:35

open Justice in colombia
 Sandra Marcela, Celis Navarrete

15:45 - 16:35

tracking Progress on SdG16: 
national level monitoring of 
effective, accountable and 
inclusive institutions

 Preston Whitt

16:45 - 17:35

children Speaking up:  
developing meaningful 
engagement with  
government

Ulrika Cilliers

17:45 - 18:35

blockchains’s potential to 
reboot democracy

Florent Guignard

Palais de tokyo
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FR
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https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/706
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/706
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/706
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room 1

14:15 - 15:35

The benefits of transparency 
applied to nGos and civic tech 
organisations

 Regards Citoyens

15:45 - 17:05

scanr, a driving force for research 
and innovation

 Emmanuel Weisenburger

17:15 - 18:35

Free digital mapping and Sustai-
nable development

 Emmanuel Bama

room 2

13:45 - 15:05

Women’s rights online and access 
to information

 Ingrid Brudvig 

15:15 - 16:35

designing public policies : best 
practices & common challenges

 Conseil national du numérique

16:45 - 18:05

is aid transparency for aid reci-
pients?

 Aria Grabowski

room 4

14:45 - 16:05

aodc: open data to connect a 
continent

Katherine Townsend 

16:15 - 17:35

Sustainable development Goals and 
Public Service

room 3

14:00 - 15:20

how can we save journalistic 
independence?

 Reporters sans frontières

15:30 - 16:50

addressing climate change with 
open data

 Open Data Enterprise and Open 
Data Team - Office of the  

President of Mexico

17:00 - 18:20

Place to d-mocratie (Place to b & 
démocratie ouverte)

 Elisa Lewis et Romain Slitine

room 5

14:15 - 15:35

open Government data: u.S. and 
French lessons learned

 Kristen Honey

15:45 - 17:05

the road ahead: Progress and 
gaps in OGP’s first 4 years

OGP Support Unit

17:15 - 18:35

making the voices of an absent 
public heard through a debate about 
oGP

 Damien Monnerie
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09:00 cadastre-geolocation of polling stations

09:15 Open Heritage: A global first for public sector open-by-default

09:30 aggressive use of open data 
Paul Desgranges

09:45 e- consultations – use of technology to contribute to the Standards of consultations
Sandra Pernar

10:00 making the air more transparent
Romain Lacombe

10:15 “Justice 2020” a Participatory approach to design Justice
Sandra Elena, H Chayer

10:30 “dialogando ba”: empowering communities for policy-making
Buenos Aires

10:45 how did your country spend its eu Subsidy?
Anna Alberts

11:00 Foi Flooding: using Freedom of information platforms for political movement
Christopher Bohlens

11:15 international economic database
Thomas Brand

11:30 the complex process of crowdsourcing mexico city’s constitution
Diego Cuesy Edgar & Bernardo Rivera Muñozcano

11:45 the court of auditors’ Work around open data
Cour des comptes 

12:00 mobile technologies and open data as tools for enhancing accountability and  
transparency in extractives industries in drcongo
Narcisse Mbunzama

12:15 SGmaP citizen Workshop
Amélie Gautheron

12:30 open information booklet - new technologies for proactive transparency and more 
accountable institutions
Dragana Brajovic   

12:45 accramobile, or how to collect and open never-before-seen data on mobility in an 
african city
Delphine CONSTANT

13:00 irm civic
Asma Cherifi

13:15 e-Participation for Socially disadvantaged People
LÜ, Chia-Hua

13:30 Fighting a networked problem with a networked solution - the Global Beneficial 
ownership register
Hera Hussain

13:45 new approach to data journalism: the nanny technique
Nir Hirshman

14:00 introducing the openScol Project
Maryse Le Bras

14:15 Stig: The General Will for Citizens and Elected Officials
Jérémie Paret

14:30 refugee rights data Project
Marta Welander

14:45 Partnerships for data driven climate resilience
Mark Robinson

15:00 Public innovation labs in latin america and the caribbean
Nicolas Dassen

15:15 mapping the uses of open data: results from around the Globe
Joel Gurin, Audrey Ariss

15:30 the dark Side of open Government
République citoyenne

15:45 how to convince a government - the israeli way to State budget transparency
Mary Loitsker Mary Loitsker  

16:00 local government and cSos: story of a rebuilt alliance in Southern italy
Parliament Watch Italia

16:15 resilient cities: how open data can unlock opportunities to make cities  
more sustainable
The Open Data Institute

16:30 open data, between Fear of uberizing Public Services and the desire to improve 
Policy decisions
OpenData Lab

16:45 opening up Gender data for Sustainable development
Nnenna Nwakanma

17:00 tictec @ oGP: research into the real-world impacts of civic technology
Dr Rebecca Rumbuln   

17:15 u-report cameroon your voice counts: a Social accountability Plan from a civil 
Society youth Professional
Jean Gervais Ayissi

17:30 history and openness: the digital opening of France’s archives
Bruno Ricard Bruno Ricard  

17:45 Detect Risky Procurements with Redflags.eu
Sandor Lederer  

18:00 evaluathon - a second look at embedding digital public services 
Sylvie Billard

18:15 measuring job creation initiatives in nigeria via open data
Celestine  

18:30 move from open to accountable Governments
Lorenzo Delesgues

18:45 Better analyzing fiscal performance and social aid through a micro simulation
of the French socio-fiscal system   
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From 6.15pm to 7.05pm - 9 Place d’Iéna (Paris)

The Open Government Awards are an annual competition honoring the best and brightest 
in the open government community. Each year, OGP celebrates reformers who bring about 
marked improvements in the design or implementation of public policies and services, 
and demonstrate real impact on citizens lives. This session will showcase stories of open 
government reforms, told from the perspective of the reformers championing and driving 
these reforms in their countries. “Honorable mentions” from OGP’s four regions - Latin 
America, Africa, Europe, and Asia - from this year’s Open Gov Awards will each speak 
about their winning initiatives. Additionally, real impact stories of early OGP commitments 
from Chile, Italy, and Costa Rica will be shared.

Languages:

PalaiS d’iéna, hémicycle

aSSemblée nationale (hôtel de laSSay)

2120

From 8.30am to 1.00pm - 128 rue de l’Université (Paris)

In conjunction with the OGP Global Summit, France’s  National Assembly will host a morning 
of conversation at the Hotel de Lassay. This event provides an opportunity to discuss the work 
undertaken over the past five years by the President of the National Assembly, as well as future 
parliamentary projects around transparency, open data, and citizen participation. French and 
foreign parliamentarians, qualified individuals and civil society representatives committed to 
renewing the democratic process will share their experiences.

Programme

8.30am: Welcome
9.00am: opening remarks

• Speech from Mr. Claude Bartolone, National Assembly President
• Speech from Mrs. Maura Boldrini, President of the Italian Chamber of Deputies

9.30 am: First roundtable: “the opening up of the Parliament: transparency and open 
data”
moderator: Xavier berne, Nextimpact journalist

• Mr. Patrick Bloche, Deputy of Paris, President of the Commission on Cultural Affairs 
and Education

• Mr. Frédéric Lefebvre, Deputy of French established outside of France.
• Mr. James McKinney, Advisor of the Ontario Government on Digital Affairs, Independent 

advisor on Open Government and Open Data
• Mr. Benjamin Ooghe-Tabanou, Collectif Regards Citoyens

11.00am: coffee break
11.15am: Second roundtable: “associating citizens to parliamentary work”
moderator: mrs. claire de chessé, Philosophe, specialist of methods and tools on collective 
thinking and deliberative democracy

• Mr. Dominique Raimbourg, Deputy of Loire-Atlantique, President of the Law 
Commission

• Mrs. Christiane Féral - Schuhl, Former Chairman of the Bar Association of Paris, co-
President of the Commission on the Rights and the Liberties in a Digital Era

• Mrs/ Nathalie Kosciusko - Morizet, Deputy of l’Essonne
• Mr. Vladimir Marinkovic, Vice-President of the Serbian National Assembly
• Mr. Cristiano Ferri, in charge of the Hackerlab of the Brazilian Chamber of Deputy

 12.30am: closing remarks
• Speech from Mr. Jean-Vincent Placé, Minister for State Reforme and Simplification
• Mukelani Dimba, Civil Society Representative at the OGP Steering committee

A detailed program is available online. Due to security measures, access to this session will be 
limited. Please refer to the logistics and accreditation information emailed to all attendees for 
details. 
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From 2.00pm to 6.30pm - 15 Rue de Vaugirard (Paris)

Programme

moderator: catherine morin-desailly, President of the Commission on Culture, Educa-
tion and Communication 

2.00pm: Welcome 

2.15pm: introduction by catherine morin-desailly, President of the Commission on 
culture, education and communication

2.20pm: opening by Gérard larcher, President of the Senate

2.30pm: «Digital and connected Senate: efficiency, exigence and transparency» 
● thierry Foucaud, vice president of the Senate in charge of the Commission on 

new technologies 
● Thierry Happe, President of the Netexplo Observatory 

3.00pm: roundtable 1 - What are the democratic challenges for «open and connec-
ted territories» ?

● Introduction: Emmanuel EVENO, Professor
• Patrick chaize, Senator, rapporteur for the French Digital Act 
• John billard, President of the Rural Mayors ‘Association in Eure-et-Loir, 

member of the board of the French Mayors’ Association 
• Frédérique macarez, Mayor of Saint-Quentin (TBC).
• Francis Pisani, Open democracy expert, author 
• tatiana de Feraudy, Researcher in Fabrique Urbaine/Nouvelle Prospérité at 

l’Institut du développement durable et des relations internationales
● remote participation:

• hervé maurey, President of the commission on urban planning and sustai-
nable development

• corinne bouchoux, Vice president of the Commission on culture, education 
and communication

• Jean-Pierre Sueur, Vicepresident of the Commission on constitutional laws, le-
gislation, universal suffrage and general administration 

4.00pm: Q&a

4.30pm: Keynote by Benoît Thieulin, former President of the French Digital Council

4.45pm: roundtable 2 - What are the democratic challenges for «open Parliaments»?
● introduction: lawrence lessig, Professor at Harvard Law School

• andré Gattolin, vice-president of the Commission on Finances and European 
Affairs 

• Member of the European Parliament 
• Jens Koeppen, President of the Digital Agenda at the Bundestag (tbc)
• Andy Williamson, Expert on digital democracy and democratic innovations 
• eric adja, Director of Digital Francophonie at the International Organization for 

Francophonie (tbc)
• Isabelle Falque-Perrotin, President of the French Data Protection Agency,
  President of the G29 group of European Data Protection Agencies 

● remote participation:
• Jean bizet, President of the Commission on European Affairs
• Didier Guillaume, President of the Socialist and Republican Group
• Jacques Mézard, President of the European Social and Democratic Group
• Bernard Stiegler, philosophe (recorded)

5.45pm: Q&a

6.15pm: closing Jean-vincent Placé, Deputy Minister for Government Reform and
Simplification

A detailed program is available online. 

Due to security measures, access to this session will be limited. Please refer to the logistics 
and accreditation information emailed to all attendees for details.

Languages: 

PalaiS du luXembourG

https://en.ogpsummit.org/open-senate/


oGP tooLbox HACkAtHoN
PalaiS d’iéna, eSPace hyPoStyle

Thursday 8 from 5.15pm to midnight / Friday 9 from 9.00am to 5.05pm

During the 4th Open Government Partnership Global Summit in Paris, on December 8-9, 
France will host an international hackathon, where the open government and civic tech 
communities will be invited to contribute to the oGP toolbox, a global catalog of digital 
tools that are used all over the world to engage, activate citizen control, foster parti-
cipation, animate public debate.

this toolbox will be one of the key deliverables of this Summit. 

The platform will gather open gov digital solutions developed internationally by the commu-
nity - governments, civil society, cities, parliaments.

open data portals, public consultation platforms, tools for monitoring and co-crea-
ting the law, discussion forums, civic tech solutions, online platforms to monitor the 
implementation of national action plans. There are already many open gov software 
and online services used by governments and civil society around the world that could be 
referenced, shared, reused and collaboratively improved. These include: (insert pre-
vious sentence open data portals, public consultation platforms...)

the oGP toolbox aims to facilitate the implementation of national commitments made by 
governments in their National Action Plans and encourage cooperation, peer learning and 
resource sharing between all OGP members.

during the hackathon you will be able to: 

• Discover and test new solutions

• Contribute to international projects such as: the sharing of fiscal legislation open 
models between France and Sénégal, Cargografias, an Argentinian tool to visua-
lize politicians’ careers that has been brought to the international level, the automa-
tization of online consultation outcomes with experts from the United States, Spain 
and Taiwan, or propose your own workshop…

• Meet innovators from the Open Parliament international community, transparency 
activists from around the world and state reformers engaged in the open govern-
ment movement…

• … And consolidate all these tools, know-how and collective intelligence on a unique 
collaborative platform!

 to participate, create projects 
and gather contributors,

visit the platform:

https://hackathon.ogpsummit.org 

>>>
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Languages:

https://en.ogpsummit.org/the-open-government-toolbox/
https://hackathon.ogpsummit.org/


DEMoCrACy NiGHt

From 7.00pm throughout the night!
What is the future of Democracy? What should we be preserve, improve, reinvented? Which 
innovations and which actors are making a change, contributing worldwide to empowering 
citizens, improving the functioning of political life and public action? What are the impacts of 
the digital revolution on our conception of democracy? How to get involved and get changes?
Open government – where local, national and international governments enhance each other, where 
there is inclusion and diversity of people and ideas, where there is citizen engagement in governance 
and policy-making, and where there is collaboration between citizens and governments – is a key 
component of this wish for renewing democracy. 
designed to be a night of sharing, debate and collective thought, democracy night strives to 
place the renewal of democracy at the heart of the oGP Summit.

Part 2: empowerment & crowndsourced intelligence
Today, change makers are reinventing civic participation and proposing solutions to renew democracy 
and adapt it to the 21st century. Are you ready to join this movement and become an active citizen?
Pitch: regards citoyens
Pitch: tanja aitamurto, School of Engineering at Stanford University
Pitch: Samuel Sinyangwe, This is the movement
Pitch: Pablo Soto, Madrid City Hall
dialoGue: cynthia Fleury*, American University of Paris & Sandra laugier, Université Paris 1 

Part 3: renewing education
Education is a key component of a successful democracy. Academic education and access to 
knowledge prepare citizens to participate in the democratic process and allow them to access their 
basic rights. To-date education in the era of the Digital Revolution has been primarily focused on 
teaching technology. How can our educational systems leverage technological advances in order to 
ensure, support and advance democratic renewal?
Pitch: Jérémy lachal, Bibliothèques sans frontières
Pitch: navi radjou, Author, speaker and strategist  
Pitch: François taddei, Centre de Recherches Interdisciplinaires

Languages:

From 7.00pm throughout the night - across Paris 
Participation, transparency, the fight against corruption, open data, public accountability, moderni-
zation of public services… all are key components for revitalizing democracy that have been rein-
vented by many public and private players. In hosting the Open Government Partnership Summit, 
Paris highlights and shares these values. All over Paris, democratic and social innovation hubs have 
decided to open their doors to welcome you and make you feel, for one night, the pulse of a more 
inclusive democracy.
In partnership with the start-up Kawaa, more than 10 debates and meetings are organized:

• «Youth, inner cities and democracy» at Lieu d’Accueil Innovant Espoir18 (8, esplanade 
Nathalie Sarraute,18e, Métro Max Dormoy)

• «Who funds democratic innovation» at Superpublic (4, rue la Vacquerie, 11e, Métro Voltaire)
• «Collaborative working space and incubators, places of experimenting citizenship» 

organized by REC (Network of Citizen Entrepreneurs) at La Ruche (84 quai de Jemmapes, 
10e, Métro Jacques Bonsergent)

• «Digital and Democracy: more citizenship or more equality?» organized by Voxe at 
Schoolab (21, rue de Cléry, 2e, Métro Sentier)

• «Great Oral Exam of happiness: The Joy of Youth” at les Grands Voisins (82, Avenue 
Denfert Rochereau, 14e, Métro Port Royal)

• «OGP Meet-up» at Numa (39, rue du Caire, 2e, Métro Sentier)
• «#MakeRevolution» at Make.org (21 rue du Faubourg Saint Antoine, 11e, Métro Bastille)
• «Why open data to public debate» by DebatLAb at SenseSpace (11, rue Biscornet,12e 

Métro Bastille)
• «Representative democracy saved by Civic Tech?» organized by Politizr at l’Otherspace 

(78, avenue de la République,11e, Métro Saint Maur)
• Coming soon : more informations about debates at Kiwanda (50, rue de Montreuil, 11e, 

Métro Faidherbe Chaligny) and more event to come... 

map and more information online: https://en.ogpsummit.org/democracy-night/.

From 7.00pm to 8.30pm - Salle Ventejol, Palais d’Iéna - 9 Place d’Iéna (75016)
This Forum is part of a series of conferences hosted by Usbek & Rica, a magazine that aims at 
narrating the present and exploring the future. 
To try to understand the multiple revolutions we are witnessing and the future that they are shaping, 
the Tribunal devotes each edition to a crucial theme for the future. With the presence of an accused, 
a witness, a lawyer, a prosecutor and a jury drawn from among the public. A playful format that takes 
up the codes of a tribunal and allows to tackle the future problems from a philosophical and very 
concrete angle and will let us be precise, curious and committed witnesses of our time, and prepare 
the coming one.

Languages:

From 8.00pm to midnight - Hémicycle, Palais d’Iéna - 9 Place d’Iéna (75016)
Democracy Night will be hosted by Julien letailleur, an avatar on citizen’s participation.

• Introductory keynote speech by timothy Garton ash on the new challenges facing 
democracies

• Interactive debate between audience speakers on how we can renew our democracies. 
Audience members will be encouraged to propose ideas and actions to be rolled out within 
the open government movement.

Part 1: digital revolution, what’s next?
We are at a pivotal moment in the digital revolution. Technology can either be harnessed for the good 
of society as a whole, or it can be manipulated for more technocratic democracies where citizens are 
often deprived of privacy and have little say in the decision-making process.
Pitch: g0v.tw 
Pitch: Primavera de Filippi, Berkman-Klein Center for Internet & Society at Harvard Law School 
Pitch: nigel Shadbolt, The Open Data Institute 
dialoGue: Joel de rosnay, Futurist & henri verdier, French Prime Minister’s Office

1

2

3
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hoW to attend democracy niGht? 3 maJor eventS:

tribunal  for future generations: is the algorithm democratic? 

at the Palais d’iéna : democratic innovation in action!  

democracy night across Paris: transforming democracy in partnership with citizens

hemicycle du PalaiS d’iéna, other PlaceS

https://en.ogpsummit.org/democracy-night/


hemicycle (Fr, en, SP)

09:15 - 10:05

transparency of data and 
Social democracy

10:15 - 11:05

accountable algorithms
Martin Tisne

11:15 - 12:05

anti-corruption: the time 
for high level oGP commit-
ments

12:15 - 13:05

engaging Political leaders 
and Parliaments in open 
Government

 Greg Brown

13:15 - 14:05

Strengthening  
Government-civil Society 
Partnership: expanding 
spaces for dialogue and 
partnership

OGP Support Unit

09:00

09:15

09:30

09:45

10:00

10:15

10:30

10:45

11:00

11:15

11:30

11:45

12:00

12:15

12:30

12:45

13:00

13:15

13:30

13:45

ventejol (Fr, en, SP)

10:00 - 10:50

Proposed commitments 
concerning the Fight against 
corruption and transparency 
in the Public and economic 
Spheres

Wassan AL WAHAB

11:00 - 11:50

citizen contributions to 
Governments’ legislative and 
executive Policies

 Axelle Lemaire

12:00 - 12:50

opening public data at the 
local level as a foundation of 
participatory democracy

 Jean-Marie Bourgogne 
(OpendataFrance)

13:00 - 13:50

“having the right kind of 
information and having 
it used”:increasing the 
effectiveness of natural 
resource and environmental 
information disclosure

Carole Excell

eiffel (Fr, en, SP)

09:15 - 10:05

boosting engagement in open 
parliament

 Julia Keutgen

10:15 - 11:05

civic tech, Participatory 
digital tools: a revolution in 
the making or Simply more 
tools?

11:15 - 12:05

open Gender monologues
Mor Rubinstein

12:15 - 13:05

making climate Finance work 
for all

Julia Hoffmann

13:15 - 14:05

Political Party Financing: 
transparency and oversight

 Maria Jaraquemada

Palais d’iéna

Friday   9   morninG

amphitheater

09:00 - 09:50

harnessing the data revo-
lution for open Government 
and Sustainable development

 Sanjeev Khagram

10:00 - 10:50

agenda 2030 regarding 
digital technology  for 
disabled people

 Etienne TSHISHIMBI

11:00 - 11:50

opening legislative data
Nadiia Babynska

12:00 - 12:50

civic perspectives on oGP 
civil society and government 
collaboration mechanisms

 Jean-Noé Landry

    

13:00 - 13:50

open data portals: why can’t 
we reach everyone. how 
to avoid creating useless 
websites

Romina Colman

tac

09:00 - 10:20

open data in africa

  CFI

10:30 - 11:50

open climate Working Group

12:00 - 13:20

collaborative data infrastruc-
tures for digital commons: 
workshop on national 
address registers

Power

09:30 - 10:20

meetings on collective 
actions 1

Amélie Banzet

10:30 - 11:20

meetings on collective 
actions 2

 Amélie Banzet

11:30 - 12:20

meetings on collective 
actions 3

Amélie Banzet

12:30 - 13:20

meetings on collective 
actions 4

 Amélie Banzet

Palais de tokyo

PANELS
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FR FR

FR

FR

FR

FR
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EN

EN

EN

EN

EN

EN

Digital and developmentCivic tech and participatory tools  Open parliament

Regional focus and Francophonie

Access to information

Public innovationOpen government for cities Fundamentals liberties and human rights   Open data et open resources Climate and sustainable development

Implementation of open government Transparency, accountability and fight against corruption

https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/702
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/702
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/190
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/574
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/574
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/574
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/390
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/390
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/390
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/716
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/716
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/716
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/716
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/716
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/495
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/495
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/495
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/495
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/495
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/332
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/332
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/332
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/135
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/135
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/135
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/224
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/224
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/224
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/224
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/224
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/224
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/170
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/170
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/427
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/427
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/427
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/427
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/601
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/304
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/304
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/571
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/571
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/519
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/519
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/519
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/116
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/116
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/116
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/239
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/278
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/278
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/278
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/589
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/589
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/589
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/589
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/426
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/744
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/739
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/739
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/739
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/739
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/727
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/727
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/728
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/728
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/729
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/729
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/730
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/730


09:00

09:15

09:30

09:45

10:00

10:15

10:30

10:45

11:00

11:15

11:30

11:45

12:00

12:15

12:30

12:45

13:00

13:15

13:30

13:45

room 1

09:45 - 11:05

municipalities and the State in open 
Government

11:15 - 12:35

Will algorithms weaken or revive 
democratic governance?

 Emmanuel Letouzé

12:45 - 14:05

introduction to the basics and the 
best practices of oGP

 Tim Hughes

room 2

09:15 - 10:35

open gov = open source?
 Boris Jamet-Fournier

10:45 - 12:05

liberté, egalité, data: how to build 
Participatory communities that 
deliver

Justin Herman

12:15 - 13:35

the distribution of Steps of impact 
and compensatory measures 
through digital tools 

 Commissariat général au  
développement durable 

room 4

09:00 - 10:20

co-Producing open Government 
results: insights from the Global 
Partnership for Social  
accountability

 GPSA

10:30 - 11:50

transparency of public decision 
makers: how does digital 
technology renew the principle of 
“accountability”?

 Haute Autorité pour la  
transparence de la vie publique

12:00 - 13:20

Futuretdm: mine the Government
 vandenBoom

room 3

09:30 - 10:50

engaging with big business through 
open data to create economic value

 The Open Data Institute

11:00 - 12:20

my citizenship in the 21st century: 
creating platforms for citizenship 
and protection of personal data

Baki

12:30 - 13:50

how public participation and open 
government tools can help tackle 
the climate crisis

 Leah Good

room 5

09:30 - 10:50

opening legal data
 Alexandre AIDARA

11:00 - 12:20

improving openness and transpa-
rency in land-based investments: 
Goals, challenges and Solutions

Marion Pariset

12:30 - 13:50

using everyPolitician data in real 
time

 Jen Bramley

Palais d’iéna

Friday   9   morninG WorkSHoPS
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Digital and developmentCivic tech and participatory tools  Open parliament

Regional focus and Francophonie

Access to information

Public innovationOpen government for cities Fundamentals liberties and human rights   Open data et open resources Climate and sustainable development

Implementation of open government Transparency, accountability and fight against corruption

https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/501
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/501
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/654
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/654
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/465
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/465
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/62
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/507
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/507
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/507
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/553
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/553
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/553
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/675
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/675
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/675
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/675
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/238
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/238
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/238
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/238
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/22
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/479
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/479
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/128
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/128
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/128
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/379
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/379
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/379
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/250
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/121
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/121
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/121
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/161
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/161


hemicycle (Fr, en, SP)

14:15 - 15:05

measuring transparency
Helen Darbishire

15:15 - 16:05

Shedding light on lobbying 
through digital tools

 Haute Autorité pour la  
transparence de la vie publique

16:15 - 17:05

restitution of the oGP tool-
box hackathon

eiffel (Fr, en, SP)

14:15 - 15:05
citizen engagement and Global 
democracy: how to make citizens 
hold governements to account 
for commitments made in their 
national action Plans
 Commission nationale du débat public

15:15 - 16:05

ending corporate Secrecy 
through transparency

 Maé Kurkjian

16:15 - 17:05

rethinking open data
 Kevin Webb 

ventejol (Fr, en, SP)

14:00 - 14:50

the network for integrity

16:00 - 16:50

accountability institutions 
and open government

 Renzo Lavin 

Palais d’iéna

amphitheater

14:00 - 14:50

common digital goods

15:00 - 15:50

open ministry data on a daily 
basis in France

 Maryse Le Bras

16:00 - 16:50

has oGP encouraged  
“ati lite”?

Laura Neuman

tac

14:30 - 15:50

civic tech and Participatory 
democracy Workshop 

Power

13:30 - 14:20

meetings on collective 
actions 5

 Amélie Banzet

14:30 - 15:20
releasing 10000 datasets in 1 
year: The UK’s Department for 
environment, Food and rural 
affairs’ experience of  
accelerating to open by default
 UK Government (Cabinet Office)

Palais de tokyo

13:15

13:30

13:45

14:00

14:15

14:30

14:45

15:00

15:15

15:30

15:45

16:00

16:15

16:30

16:45

17:00

17:15

17:30

17:45
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https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/527
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/235
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/235
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/722
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/722
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/119
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/119
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/119
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/119
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/119
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/449
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/449
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/590
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/720
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/608
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/608
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/723
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/163
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/163
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/321
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/321
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/735
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/735
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/731
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/731
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/435
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/435
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/435
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/435
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/435


room 1

14:15 - 15:35

Who makes up French civil society 
and how to dialogue better with 
them? 

Lancelot PECQUET

15:45 - 17:05

towards a transparent and accoun-
table natural resource regime in 
africa

 Badru Juma Rajabu

room 2

13:45 - 15:05

opening up Science and education 
in oGP countries

 SPARC

15:15 - 16:35

Strategies for a sucessful oGP in 
Francophone african countries

 Malick TAPSOBA

13:15

13:30

13:45

14:00

14:15

14:30

14:45

15:00

15:15

15:30

15:45

16:00

16:15

16:30

16:45

17:00

17:15

17:30

17:45

18:00

18:15

18:30

18:45

room 4

13:30 - 14:50

institutionalizing Parliamentary 
openness: innovative models for 
driving reform

 Cristiano Ferri Soares de Faria

15:00 - 16:20

From intent to outcome: have action 
plans opened government?

OGP Support Unit

room 3

14:00 - 15:20

tools & strategies to transform 
public contracting

Georg Neumann

room 5

14:00 - 15:20
remix to reform

 Stephen Larrick

15:30 - 16:50

leave no trace? how to combat ‘off 
the record’ government

Nuala Haughey

Palais d’iéna
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https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/660
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/660
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/660
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/31
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/31
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/31
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/497
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/497
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/176
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/176
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/296
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/296
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/296
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/708
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/708
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/248
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/248
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/627
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/109
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/109


Friday   9   PalaiS d’iéna, eSPace hyPoStyle

09:00 Presentation of the finalist projects of the hackathon on sports equipment

09:15 building digital public services in all openness, through openness, for openness

09:30 open parliament and open government: the experience of nuevo león (mexico)
Carmelo Cattafi

09:45 civictech & open cities: how technologies are empowering people and
organizations to build the cities of tomorrow
Matthieu Soule

10:00 a Place’s convenience index 
Julien Daubert

10:15 innovation at the oGP Global Summit - algerian open Gov lab - Free university of 
local democracy - open Gov international Generation - 100 borders democracy - 
democracy of happiness
Amane GUERFI ép. BELAIDI

10:30 The collaborative wikification of public services procedures
GFOSS

10:45 leveraging big data to combat corruption in Government Procurement
Andrew Mandelbaum

11:00 benin open data initiative
Maurice Thantan  

11:15 PortaliS, digital technology Working for Justice in the 21st century
HILAIRE Audrey

11:30 Together we fight corruption in Rasnov, Romania
APORT

11:45 iot and State Services made for citizens
Karim Benahmed  

12:00 Cyberactivism: Technology can help fight corruption?
Cesar Perez and Julio Herrera  

12:15 Ease identification and traceability of free software for the administrations
Roberto Di Cosmo

12:30 Giving citizens actionable information
Lillian Nduati

12:45 Winds of change: Progress and challenges in open Government Policy in latin  
america and the caribbean (2011-2016)
Alvaro V. Ramírez-Alujas 

13:00 open innovation and subnational government: introducing participez.nanterre.fr 
Ville de Nanterre

13:15 learnings for new alliances from the 5.5 million euro open data incubator
Programme for europe
Walter Palmetshofer
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13:30 reducing illegal logging and promoting forest legality in the brazilian amazon  
through transparency and traceability
Renato Morgado  

13:45 better Services for citizens by cooperation between national
and local Governments

14:00 iGnfab, the project kickstarter for iGn’s digital geo-services 
IGN, l’Institut national de l’information géographique et forestière

14:15 right to be Forgotten. the Serious threat to open data community
Krzysztof Izdebski

14:30 regulation of digital networks through data: Giving the power to users to point the 
market in the right direction
ARCEP

14:45 digital commission of nuit debout

15:00 retruco : a crowdsourced argument analysis platform
Pete

15:15 Scaling civic tech and open data communities
Chia-liang Kao  

15:30 Free operation: 48 hours to open data and content with a village’s people
Département de Loire-Atlantique / Association LiberTIC

15:45 opencantieri: a new way to make public infrastructure contracting more transparent
OGP Team - Italy

16:00 open «case» law: anonymity, openness, and distribution of jurisprudence
Pascal Petitcollot

16:15 General Political license
Julien Lecaille

16:30 Shifting to low carbon pathways by opening up energy sector decision-making
from our energy governance lead

16:45 unbolting prison systems: transparency standards to unravel information  
from penitentiary institutions and address human rights violations
Carolina Cornejo

17:00 Sharing tricks of the trade from civil Servants

17:15 creating Society in 2016, a return to the 6th edition of the Social Good Week
HelloAsso

Digital and developmentCivic tech and participatory tools  Open parliament

Regional focus and Francophonie

Access to information

Public innovationOpen government for cities Fundamentals liberties and human rights   Open data et open resources Climate and sustainable development

Implementation of open government Transparency, accountability and fight against corruption
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https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/698
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/completeschedule#2016-12-09
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/103
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/678
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/678
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/50
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/130
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/130
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/130
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/380
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/561
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/586
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/188
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/550
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/508
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/323
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/117
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/683
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/152
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/152
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/464
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/633
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/633
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/662
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/662
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/231
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/231
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/462
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/265
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/483
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/483
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/742
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/658
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/524
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/271
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/642
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/234
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/58
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/726
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/726
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/completeschedule#2016-12-09
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/completeschedule#2016-12-09
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/721
https://en.ogpsummit.org/osem/conference/ogp-summit/program/proposal/444


oPen local Government 
From 2.00pm to 6.00pm - Hôtel de Ville de Paris  - 3 rue de Lobau (Paris)

The City of Paris is hosting an afternoon of sessions dedicated to open government at the 
subnational level at Paris City Hall (Hotel de Ville). 

Since 2016, Paris has been part of the OGP subnational pilot program, made up of 15 cities 
and local governments from around the world, recognized for their dynamism in transpa-
rency, citizens participation and public innovation. At City Hall discussions will be had on 
participatory budgets, local consultations, open data, open decision-making and much more. 
Come join us!  

Programme
2pm-2.30pm: opening ceremony by anne hidalgo, Paris mayor
2.30pm-5.30pm: Panels, workshops and pitches

room 1: Salle des fêtes
2.30pm-3.20pm: mayor’s roundtable: the responsibility of local governments in ensuring 
open governments, UN Habitat (English)
3.20pm-3.30pm: Pitch open your cities’ decision making data!, Helsinki (English)
3.30pm-4.20pm: OpenData and local governments: legal context and tools to drive local 
governments transparency policies, Transparency International France (French)
4.30pm-5.20pm: consolidating open government at the local level, Office of the Presi-
dency of Mexico (English)
Translation available in this room.

room 2: arcades
2.30pm-3.20pm: Following the money: how a subnational city is illuminating the path, Austin, 
Texas (English)
3.30pm-4.20pm: making cities work: opening and optimizing, UNDP Istanbul Regional Hub 
(English)

4.30pm-5.20pm: Pitch corner

• convincing local governments on the importance of open government, Civiteo 
(French)

• Participatory democracy: all involved in open government, Office de consultation 
publique de Montréal (French)

• open regional council, Region of Western Macedonia (English)

• open government, Buenos Aires (Spanish)

• Perception and implementation of open government in the municipalities of 
Spain, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid (Spanish)

• From open government to open municipalities: co-creation, conception and ap-
plication of local open government strategies, Contacto Nacional de Transparencia 
Internacional y Municipalidad de Montes de Oca de Costa Rica (Spanish)

room 3: Salle Jean-Paul laurens
2.30pm-3.20pm: closing citizen feedback loops: sharing subnational experiences, Feed-
backLabs (English) 

3.30pm-4.20pm: Piloting subnational co-creation: finding the center of the venn diagram, 
Reboot (Spanish)

4.30pm-5.20pm: open budget, make the public budget a democratic tool, OpenBudget.
fr (French)

5.30pm-6.00pm: open local Government closing ceremony 

PAriS City HALL EVENtS
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cloSinG ceremony
At 6.00pm - Hôtel de Ville de Paris  - 3 rue de Lobau (Paris)

NB: Due to security measures, access to this session will be limited.

The Summit closing ceremony, hosted by the City of Paris, will gather 
members from the enlarged open government community. Members from 
local governments and civil society representatives will give their view on 
the future of the open government movement. The main outcomes of the 
Summit will be showcased and OGP co-chairs will give final remarks.

https://en.ogpsummit.org/open-government-for-cities-and-subnationals/
https://en.ogpsummit.org/closing-ceremony/
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PLACE to Do itiNErAry PALAiS D’iéNA
to PALAiS DE tokyo

Place To DO is an unprecedented collaborative and multimedia platform whose aim is to 
reshape and challenge our common beliefs about democracy by sharing optimistic, acces-
sible and non-partisan information. Thanks to its editorial approach, Place To DO brings 
together a range of widespread actors from within and outside civil society, incorporates 
various journalistic inputs, builds upon collaborative frameworks as well as an eclectic mix of 
media outlets: online press, print media, TV and radio. In doing so, it covers an ever-increa-
sing movement of democratic innovations from across the globe and conveys these solutions 
to the greatest number of citizens.

Place To DO will be at the heart of the global summit of the Open Government Partnership 
(OGP) which gathers more than 70 State delegations and 2,000 participants. Place To DO is 
the headquarters for citizen-based media. Initiated by Démocratie Ouverte, Place to B and 
Voxe.org, Place To DO will be a working, networking and meeting venue for journalists, blo-
gwriters and YouTubers. This will enable them to collaborate and discover further democra-
tic changemakers, committed citizens and innovative politicians offering them a favourable 
ground for a thorough coverage of new democratic narratives, share solutions easily and 
raise awareness for future democratic transformations that are yet to come.

Also seen as a crossroads for key resources and contacts at the disposal of journalists and 
blogwriters, Place To DO will also ensure an extensive live coverage such as audio podcasts, 
daily videos to be screened and social media coverage shared online !

 are you a journalist, blogwriter,
youtuber or a videomaker ?

come and join the Place to do momentum
by publishing and sharing your content

and inputs on democracy through
the hashtag #Placetodo

on social media.
you are warmly invited to share

with us your articles and favourite content 
(articles, videos, audio podcasts)

to the following address:
contact@placetodo.org

>>>

Palais d’Iéna

Palais de Tokyo

3min by walk
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ASSoCiAtED EVENtS

07/10/2016 - 
23/12/2016
12:00 - 6:00

02/12/2016 - 
03/12/2016

All Day 

05/12/2016 - 
06/12/2016

All Day

05/12/2016 - 
09/12/2016

All Day

05/12/2016 - 
06/12/2016
8:30 - 6:00

05/12/2016
9:00 - 1:00

06/12/2016
8:00 - 6:00

06/12/2016
8:45 - 6:00

06/12/2016
9:00 - 12:30

06/12/2016
All Day

 06/12/2016
0 - 6:00

06/12/2016
4:00 - 6:30

06/12/2016
5:00 - 7:00

06/12/2016
6:00 - 9:00

06/12/2016
6:30 - 8:30

 07/12/2016
All Day

07/12/2016
9:00 - 12:00

07/12/2016
11:00 - 12:00

08/12/2016
9:00 - 11:00

08/12/2016
1:00 - 8:00

09/12/2016
8:30 - 12:30

09/12/2016
9:00 - 1:00

19/12/2016
10:00 - 12:30

45368 4544

exhibition: “data to see”
La Terrasse, espace d’art, Nanterre

The following events are proposed and organized by the international open gov community. 
The logistics and organisation are not handled by the OGP Summit team, please refer to 
each event for more information. 

Sustainable development data (English)
George C. Marshall Center, Paris

So civictech (French)
TBC, Toulouse

Finance: Yes we can fix it! (French)
Maison de la chimie, Paris

evaluathon: user assessment of the accessibility of digital 
Public Services (French)
TBC, Paris

open data for the val de Garonne local Government (French)

responsible consumption in a Globalised economy: Which 
Governance and role for Public actors? (French)
Université Paris Nanterre _ Salle 614 Bâtiment G, Nanterre

civil society, government & business: monitoring public 
contracting to increase transparency and prevent corruption 
(English)
Intercontinental Hotel or equivalent, Bucharest

oGP Workshop: data journalism (translation available)
Centre de Formation Journalisme, Paris

local Government open data Forum 2016 (translation available)
Automobile Club de France, Paris

diy Workshop: urban crowdsourcing & digital citizen
engagement (French)

international conference: Good Practices for the Fight against 
Fraud in the digital era (translation available)
OECD Conference Centre, Paris

datathon: “open data: a leverage for growth and job creation”
(French)
Nicéphore-Cité, Chalon sur Saône

academic days (translation available)
Université Paris 1 Panthéon Sorbonne

civil Society night
Le Square, Paris 

open Government for climate action: Global Gathering of the 
access initiative network (translation available)
Ministère des Affaires Etrangères et du Développement International 
Conference Center, Paris
 

“lab laboo” coffee talk: 100% open data (French)
IRD-Campus de l’Innovation pour la Planète, Bondy Ile de France

open data & Government conference: open data Success 
Stories (French)
Incubateur Boucicaut, Paris

training course: “local authorities, cities and global diplomacy” 
(English)
Ecole Nationale d’Administration, PARIS FRANCE

maximizing the use of technology to improve communication 
with constituents (English)
Senate of the Republic of Mexico, Mexico City

The effects of social accountability on transparency and fight 
against corruption (English)
CERI Sciences Po - Salle Jean Monnet, Paris France

meetup: dissemination and Sharing of innovations in civil 
Service (French)
AntiCafé Beaubourg, Paris France

bar camp: Public Procurement enhanced by data – the exa-
mple of local Public catering (French)
Conseil régional de Bretagne, Rennes



PrACtiCAL iNforMAtioN

 accreditation and acceSS to the Summit

Badges are mandatory to access the venues. Please note, you will need a government-is-
sued photo ID to pick up your badge.

Accreditation will be possible at hôtel du collectionneur (51-57, rue de Courcelles 75008 
Paris - France) on December 6 from 9.00am to 7.00pm or December 7 from 7.00am to 
7.00pm. We strongly recommend you to pick up your badge before the Summit to avoid 
long waiting times at the various venues.
Accreditation will also be possible at Palais d’Iéna on December 8 and 9.
There won’t be any accreditation possible at Assemblée Nationale, Senat and Hôtel de 
Ville.

 venueS

l’hôtel du collectionneur: 51-57 rue de courcelles (75008)
• Metro: Courcelles (line 2)
• Bikes (Velib’): 39 rue de Lisbonne

Salle Pleyel: 252 rue du Faubourg Saint-honoré (75008)
• Metro: Ternes (line 2), Charles de Gaulle – Etoile (line 6, line 2 or RER A)
• Bikes: 87 boulevard Courcelles, 5 place des Ternes, 10 avenue Berthier Albrecht,
    62 avenue Hoche

Palais d’iéna: 9 Place d’iéna (75016)
• Metro: Iéna (line 9), Boissière (line 6)
• Bikes (Velib’): 4 rue de Longchamp, 2 avenue Marceau

Palais de tokyo: 13 avenue du Président Wilson (75116)
• Metro: Iéna (line 9), Boissière (line 6)
• Bikes (Velib’): 4 rue de Longchamp, 2 avenue Marceau

Palais du luxembourg (Sénat): 15 rue de vaugirard (75006) 
• Metro: Odéon (line 4, line 10), Mabillon (line 10), Saint-Sulpice (line 4), Luxembourg 

(RER B)
• Bikes (Velib’): 34 rue de Condé.

assemblée nationale (hôtel de lassay): 128 rue de l’université (75007) 
• Metro: Assemblée nationale (line 12), Invalides (line 8, line 13 or RER C)
• Bikes (Velib’): 3 rue de Constantine

hôtel de ville de Paris: 3 rue de lobau (75004)
• Metro: Hôtel de Ville (line 1, line 11)

Please visit our website FAQ for any question: https://en.ogpsummit.org/faq

3684136846 47474747

CoNtACtS
For general enquiries please contact: summit@opengovpartnership.org
For more information about the sessions and logistics, please contact: sessions@open-
govpartnership.org

media contactS:

Secrétariat d’État à la Réforme de l’État et à la Simplification 
• Christophe Rossignol : christophe.rossignol@pm.gouv.fr
• Tél : +00 33 1 42 75 81 32 / +00 33 6 44 31 16 80 

Secrétariat général pour la modernisation de l’action publique (SGMAP)
• Laurence Audras: laurence.audras@modernisation.gouv.fr
 Tel: 01.53.18.05.51 / 06.77.27.72.80
• Lucas Tourny: lucas.tourny@modernisation.gouv.fr
 Tel : 01.53.18.74.41 / 06.84.33.94.14

Open Government Partnership Support Unit :
• Dietlind Lerner: dietlind.lerner@opengovpartnership.org
     Tel: +001 310 699 8775

SoCiAL NEtWorkS 

The Summit hashtag is #OGP16, please use it in all of your twitter and instagram posts. 
For the latest information about the Summit, follow OGP on Twitter, Facebook, and Ins-
tagram.
Follow our Flickr account for professional Summit photos- photos will be uploaded several 
times a day and are open for use and promotion.

#oGP16



www.ogpsummit.org
mobile.ogpsummit.org


